Ogilvy Creative Workshops Toward Development of
Pedagogic Practice
Approaches toward teaching drawing and creative insight within Ogilvy & Mather
developed from ideas taught at Universities.
Session took place internationally and this pdf gives an overview of these sessions

We talk about creativity all the time, but there is nothing like actually doing the creative act itself. I asked Paul and Nicole to
look for the best life drawing teacher in the world. They found you. Not only do I agree with them, it was an inspired choice.
You helped us re-learn how to draw, you freed us to make marks, you gave us permission to play, to muck about, to get
dirty, and you shed the shackles from our eyes when it came to the human form. Although the two hours was highly intense
and sapped every ounce of our energy, we wished we could carry on. We gained much from this life lesson, literally.

Tham Khai Meng
Worldwide Creative Director & Chairman WW Creative Council
Ogilvy & Mather

On many level's courses like the ones we hold with you are liberating for the non creative people we work with, both
internally and externally.

These are people who although in a creative business come from a background that is involved in 'counting' rather than
'creating' and whilst our business needs these people, we are a Creative Business after all, it is important that they
understand what the creative side of the business does, why and how.
As Einstein so aptly put it:
"Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts.“
We find ourselves at the cross roads of communication, fame is more important than talent, the Selfie, or what I call the
'Phony' is more important than the picture. The world is becoming increasingly superficial. I was recently with a management
group in Las Vegas and asked them to show me their impression of LV, they all brought me 'Selfie' photographs of themselves
standing next to the casinos, and I showed them a drawing I had spent the afternoon doing.

The relevance of the courses that you do is to ask the candidates to look longer and deeper at what they are seeing, to see
below the obvious, the superficial the 'Selfie' Culture. Our people and our clients return from these lessons with a deeper
insight into the problems before them, with confidence of new found talent, with the right hand side of their brains engaged
for the first time in years.
The world is too inward looking too self-regarding, too frightened to make mistakes these courses can make people look
outwards, understand that mistakes can sometime take us to a better place and are worth their weight in commercial gold.
What better place to end that with Leonardo Da Vinci:

“I awoke only to find that the rest of the world was still asleep.”
Paul Smith
Co-Chairman, Ogilvy & Mather EMEA

Aims and Outcomes of Ogilvy Partnership
• Industry engagement
• Developing new approaches to pedagogic practice
• Bringing ideas from education in industry from which new aprroches are
developed for use in education

• Defining a role for drawing in contemporary educational and professional fields
• Processes proven internationally
• Helped Ogilvy’s top creatives re engage with core creative ideas to strengthen
their practice and allowed the accounting side of Ogilvy to understand the
creative side.
• Helped the company connect with itself and see the creative potential inherent in
its employees

Since 2010 I have been working as a Creative Trainer and Consultant working with
their Senior Management and the Ogilvy Cadre.
My main role was to use unique and original processes in teaching drawing that I
had developed at several Universities including the Royal College of Art, The
National Film and Television School, Kingston KSA and Farnham UCA.

The processes I developed and taught, I believed, demonstrated how drawing could be used to
benefit businesses in how they understood creativity and how they saw themselves.
The results gained while teaching at the RCA had shown exciting pictorial outcomes and feedback
that pointed at eye opening experiences that re-energised the individual and the group whilst
informing creative practice, outlook and well-being (see RCA Case Study 2018 pdf and The Wellness
Movement Wavemaker Proximity Case Study pdf for examples of those outputs).

I first ran a short drawing session in Ogilvy’s London office to demonstrate my idea and since that
time I have been asked to help the creative and accounting side of their business experience and
harness creative insight, primarily through drawing.

The outcome of this has been that ideas I developed in education at Kingston and the RCA went on
to benefit companies such as Ogilvy and the sessions I delivered for Ogilvy then fed directly back
into the needs of students at the RCA and Kingston. One developed on the other and vice versa.
There was therefore a proven outcome and worth of methodologies I had been developing. As with
classes delivered at Universities Ogilvy had desired outcomes and questions they wanted me to
answer or ideas they wanted explaining through creative workshops.

Each brief from Ogilvy focused on a specific idea. In Wyoming it was how to tame the wild wide
open spaces of the landscape and the mind, In Detroit it was based on taking seemingly broken or
bankrupt or worthless objects and imbue them with worth to rebuild them in a new way, In new
Orleans it was to consider the regeneration of the human spirit through its culture after a natural
disaster (Katrina) and in Sao Paulo how could primal art be used to cut through the hustle and
bustle of one of the busiest, most built up cities in the world to find creative insight and succeed in
seeing the world afresh. Therefore each workshop I did with Ogilvy needed to consider methods
toward teaching that would communicate processes and theories to help the delegates understand
the aims and achieve the desired results.

Life drawing was an element of all workshops I did with Ogilvy forming a basis for creative insight
with other types of approaches being developed to work alongside as needed.
Sao Paulo only required a life drawing session based around theories on cave art, drawings that
looked simple but required all the attention and the focus of the person drawing. This was put to
the test by providing the delegates with very expensive drawing paper but used cheap materials
such as bamboo stick, ink and charcoal. When the delegates opened up in their drawing through the
processes taught they used the materials with abandon, not caring for the quality of them, only the
process and eye opening experience they were going through. The effect was to produce some
sublime drawings that, on quality paper, stood up to scrutiny in terms of taste.

Life drawing was used on all trips forming a basis for creative insight with other types of approaches
being developed to work alongside as needed but in certain places other methodologies were
delivered towards Ogilvy’s goals. Las Vegas: Toulouse Lautrec and Degas approach to defining
movement through calculated methodologies of recording where we drew cabaret dancers in the
Casinos on the Strip.

Wyoming: Abstract expressionism through the lens of Wyoming’s native son Jackson Pollock was
used as a way of framing the wild west of the countryside that surrounded through exploring
movement and emotion through attacking canvas with paint.

New Orleans used biographical image making to help face and deal with trauma toward moving
forward, to consider the regeneration of the human spirit through its culture after a natural disaster
(Katrina)

Detroit viewed the bankrupt city and its inhabitants through the lens of Marcel Duchamp, Robert
Rauschenberg and Ai Weiwei, collecting objects discarded in the decaying automotive factories of
the city, treating with them with reverence and presenting them in a new light to give them new
worth and launch new creative insights and ideas.

During the week long Ogilvy Detroit project I led three aspects key to the visit.

1) A lecture on ideas concerning conceptual art
2) A life drawing session at the Detroit Institute of Art
3) Design a show to exhibit found art ready-mades created by the Ogilvy delegates
These played a core role in defining the overall project. Ogilvy’s internal questionnaire produced the
following:

Evidence of Worth Through Feedback
Within all of this the presentation of the ideas was key as they cannot be ‘taught’ in
the classical sense, rather you have to give license to do it through demonstrating
historically what was said and done before by people who came before them, they
key was always designing a process that historically reflected the human
experience.
These ideas in delivery and elements of the sessions delivered for Ogilvy then went
towards briefs and classes I delivered in education. They were demonstrable and
tested not in the final images produced by Ogilvy’s delegates but in their feedback
where the student experience could be identified and hope echoed by others
showing it could be reproduced and therefore replicable.
Feedback follows with italics added to what I believe to be insights and evidence of
worth of processes and outcomes

“I turned up at Martin’s (MAMO) course slightly reluctantly, convinced my strengths
were verbal not visual. The effects were revelatory. The use of charcoal, and the
emphasis on speed and instinct over fastidious technique led to results which…at
best made me proud of something I had drawn for the first time since the age of
five. I never knew I had it in me.”
– RORY SUTHERLAND – Executive Creative Director and Vice-Chairman, Ogilvy
One London and Vice Chairman, Ogilvy Group UK

“(MAMO’s Class) was an eye opener as it takes away the fear of failure, self
consciousness and allows you the child-like innocence which is the epicentre of all
creativity.”
– PIYUSH PANDEY – Ogilvy & Mather India Board, Mumbai. Executive Chairman &
Creative Director, South Asia.

“MAMO leads rapid-fire life drawing workshops for artists and non-artists alike–one
of the most freeing experiences I have had in a professional setting. If creativity
matters to you, the workshop is a great way to tune up your perceptual and visual
skills–while having fun!”
– CARLA HENDRA – Global Chairman OgilvyRED Ogilvy & Mather

“What a fantastic partnership it has been for the Digital Labs and although a lifedrawing class it was not about the drawing, but about attitude, venturing out of
your comfort zone and viewing the world in a different way. Most importantly it
brought to life one of the Digi-Labs’ key messages of delivering a new perspective
on old ways of doing things…In three short weeks 55 people attended Martin’s
class and left hugely inspired.’’
– NICOLE YERSHON – Digi Labs, Ogilvy

“It started to break down boundaries we didn’t even realise we had set for
ourselves, so hopefully I’ll take away a more open-minded outlook on things! It was
a very therapeutic too!!”
– Ogilvy employee who took part in Digi Labs, Ogilvy Canary Wharf class
“Thanks to you and everyone else who set this up. It was such as great experience.
Incredibly relaxing and genuinely made you think about how you should go about
things, whether it be life drawing or writing a brief.”
– Ogilvy employee who took part in Digi Labs, Ogilvy Canary Wharf class

“In [MAMOs] class I found myself being able to go straight through to an
expressive, playful, individual way of drawing without going through the rigger of
formal art school training. I always thought that I had to learn how to draw
technically before I could express what I felt on paper. [MAMOs] class showed me
that it’s possible to take a shortcut, straight into expressing myself and my feelings
through drawing.”
– Martin Alles, CEO of Ogilvy Hungary and Ukraine, Ogilvy SMP New Orleans SMP
class
” [MAMOs] drawing workshop works on many levels. To building a good team
environment to getting a deeper understanding of shapes, tones and colours. A
great experience for any team.”
– David Fox Worldwide Managing Director,BAT at Ogilvy London, Ogilvy New
Orleans SMP class

My First Life Drawing.
Live, alive, change,
Hesitant at first,
Smudge, curve, change,
Gaining confidence,
Charcoal, ink, change,
Totally immersed,
Black, commit, change,
Is that two hours gone already?
– Angela Johnson WW Managing Director Ogilvy + Mather and Ogilvy Advertising,
Ogilvy New Orleans SMP class

We always enjoy these creative inspiration sessions – so bring them on. Got the right brain going –
felt like I was back in the caves 🙂 Bring a flint!– Paul Heath – Chief Executive Officer – Ogilvy &
Mather Asia Pacific
“Martin Morris leads rapid-fire life drawing workshops for artists and non-artists alike–one of the
most freeing experiences I have had in a professional setting. If creativity matters to you, the
workshop is a great way to tune up your perceptual and visual skills–while having fun!”
– Carla Hendra Global Chairman, OgilvyRed
“Martin’s mark-making class was, hands down, the most amazing creative experience I’ve had as an
adult. I’m one of those people who truly believed, before Martin’s class, that my ability to be
creative through visual mediums had been left in gradeschool. Not so. The historical background he
gave was enough to whet my appetite, and the level of comfort and creative energy that he
generated in the room was amazing. In under 2 hours, I was able to produce easily the best
drawings I’ve ever made in my life, all because of some mental and marking exercises that
temporarily relieved me of the societal inhibitions and restrictions that normally stifle my creativity.
Yes, it’s one of those experience I won’t ever forget as long as I live; but more importantly, it’ll affect
my most important career decisions.”
– Justin White, Research Analyst, Ogilvy & Mather New York

